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OUTLINE
• Theory and context for inner city change
– Inner city dynamics under socialism
– Processes of social change in inner cities after
socialism
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Research questions
Data and research method
City context: the case of Tallinn
Results
Conclusions

INNER CITIES UNDER SOCIALISM
•
•
•
•
•

Demographic aging (concentration of elderly)
Social status decline (concentration of lower social status)
Concentration of ethnic minorities in some cities
Underinvestment and physical deterioration of housing
Mix of residential and industrial function

Neighbourhood types matter: working class tenements, villa
quarters, socialist in-fills
In some cities the most central part had an above average social
status (by education); also concentration of intellectuals,
white collar workers

Inner cities were
left to decay in
favor of new
peripheral
construction

Lasnamäe ülesehitus
&
Siselinna lagunemine

RESIDENTIAL CHANGE IN INNER CITIES
• Revitalization processes
– Marginal gentrification: invasion of families, students, artists,
young adults, ethnic minorities, alternative life-style people
( trendy neighbourhood)
– Studentification: invasion of students ( trendy
neighbourhood)
– Gentrification: invasion of higher-income middle-class
households to impoverished neighbourhood ( wealthy
neighbourhood)
– In-situ upgrading: reinvestment by long-term residents ( insitu social change)

(Zukin 1982; Ley 1996; Bostic and Martin, 2003; Karsten 2003; Ley 2003; Van Criekingen and Decroly
2003; Smith and Holt 2007; Hasse et al. 2011)

EVIDENCE OF RESIDENTIAL CHANGE IN
POST-SOCIALIST INNER CITIES
• Growing residential attractiveness of inner cities
• Rising heterogeneity of inner-city populations
• Simultaneous operation of diverse processes in
neighbourhoods (revitalization x stagnation, up- and
downgrading)
• Small-scale fragmentation
(Bernt and Holm 2005; Buzar et al. 2007; Steinführer and Haase 2007; Haase
et al 2011; Temelová and Novák 2011; Haase et al. 2012; Kovács et al. 2012;
Kährik et al. forthcoming).

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
• What kind of household-based socio-economic and
demographic indicators were related to the place of
residence in the inner city in the late 2000s – after
two decades from the start of social reforms – in
Tallinn?
• What is the internal differentiation of social pattern
like in the inner city of Tallinn?
THE AIM –
To identify household factors that relate to inner city
living in a post-socialist city with a neoliberal urban
environment

DATA AND RESEARCH METHOD
• Census 2000 and EU-SILC data for Tallinn 2007-2011
–
–
–
–

sample size: 4,153 (1,355 from inner city)
the importance of income information
housing information
Comparison with census ---> to capture aspects of residential change

• Multinomial logistic regression analyses including dwellings in
apartment buildings only:
– By city districts (3 inner city districts and rest of Tallinn – i.e., panel
housing estates mainly)
– By the construction period of dwellings (different construction
periods in inner city and rest of Tallinn)

• 3 models were run:
1)
2)
3)

Differentiation pattern – Inner city as a whole vs. rest of the city
Internal differentiation by inner city districts
Internal differentiation by periods of dwelling construction

INNER CITY IN TALLINN

Population size/share
District
N
%
Central Tallinn 46103 12%
Kristiine
30310
8%
North Tallinn
57084 14%

INNER CITY OF TALLINN:
Age of housing stock

INNER CITY OF TALLINN IN 2000
• Low residential mobility in the 1990s
• Ongoing housing market reforms
(privatisation, restitution processes)
No remarkable change between 1990-2000
REL 2000 well describes initial situation of
inner city after socialism (cf. Raitviir 1983 –
similar results)

INNER CITY OF TALLINN 2000:
Differencies in educational status
North Tallinn-> low
status

High status in Central
Tallinn

Average status in
newer parts of Kristiine

University
Central Tallinn
28 %
Kristiine
20 %
North Tallinn
15%
Rest of Tallinn
21 %

INNER CITY OF TALLINN 2000:
Age and nationality structure
15-34

35-49

50-69

70+

Sum

Central Tallinn

37%

24%

25%

14%

100%

Kristiine

39%

22%

27%

12%

100%

North Tallinn

35%

26%

27%

12%

100%

Rest of Tallinn

36%

26%

28%

10%

100%

Estonians

Other nationalities

Sum

Central Tallinn

69%

31%

100%

Kristiine

68%

32%

100%

North Tallinn

44%

56%

100%

Rest of Tallinn

52%

48%

100%

RESULTS
(vs. rest of the city)
INNER CITY
ALL
KESKLINN

Household's income - income quartiles (Ref.: second)
lowest
third
highest
Age of the head of the household (Ref.: 50-69)
until 34
35-49
70+
Education of the head of the household (Ref.: secondary)
until primary
university
Dependent children in the household (Ref.: at least one
dependent child)
No dependent children
Significance: *** 1%; ** 5%; * 10%

KRISTIINE

NORTHTALLINN

1,3***
1,1
1,2*

1,6***
1,1
1,8***

1,0
1,2
1,4**

1,4**
1,1
0,8

1,5***
1,2
1,0

3,5***
2,3***
1,8***

1,2
1,0
0,7

1,0
0,9
0,8

1,1
1,1

1,0
1,6***

0,6*
1,2

1,4**
0,8*

1,2**

1,7***

0,9

1,1

RESULTS
(vs. rest of the city)
Inner city
before 1946

Inner city 1946- Inner city 19611960
1999

Household's income - income quartiles (Ref.:
second)
lowest

1,6**

2,1***

1,0

third

1,4

1,0

1,1

highest

1,4*

1,6**

1,1

Until 34

2,0***

2,1***

0,8

35-49

1,2

1,5**

0,8*

70+

1,0

1,0

1,2

Age of the head of the household (Ref.: 50-69)

Significance:
*** 1%; ** 5%; * 10%

CONCLUSIONS
• Inner city as a whole has quite average status  macro
structures do not stand out by gentrification processes
• Remarkable internal differentiation in inner city ->
– Central Tallinn stands out with the highest income/ educational
status and polarization + invasion of young and childless households
->>> Evidence of gentrification?
– Kristiine with its mixed building structures has retained mix of
populations, also households with children ->>>
In-situ upgrading + marginal gentrification?
– Old housing stock in North-Tallinn less well off but invasion of young
->>> Marginal gentrification and studentification (lifestyle groups,
also families)?

• Inner city of Tallinn has a very mosaic-like housing structures
– and also social dynamics

Thank you!
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